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THIS IS
BEFORE
THE
FACT
THIS IS TO BE SAID
This is a dancer hired to perform
the following
Hire a dancer to perform the
following
This is following the dancer
This performance has been hired to
follow the dancer

This is the slip between its
transcription and its inscription
This is its slip
This is between
This is its translation
This is transliption
This is its script
This may hold clues to what it is
drawing from the future
This is drawing the future from its
clues
This is in a different frame
This is different in a frame
This will be a different frame
This will be different in a different
frame
This frame is different

This is the notation for a dance
invented later
This is invented notation
This is notation invention
This is notated invention
This dance is for later

This is the dance before it knew
itself
This is before itself
This knew itself before the dance
This is before its dance

The author of this work remains
unknown
This work remains

This will be the shadow cast by its
score
This is the past cast
This will be the shadow’s score

This is an abridged version of this
work
This is a version
This work is abridged
This is a working version
This will be its original sound
composition
This will be original
This is composed

This will be the host of multiple
events
This is multiple hosts of the event
This will be the event of multiple
hosts
This will be multiple hosts of the
event
This is the host of multiple events
This is the event of multiple hosts
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THIS IS FOR
RECORDING
This is a forthcoming full-length
creation
This will be reformulated as a mass
choreography in unison
This is a re-enactment
This is returning from the future

This is reinterpreted each time it is
recreated

This is the future perfect
This intervenes

This is a hypothesis
This changes in its happening
This notation may have resulted in a
version that was already altered

This is simultaneous
This performs itself

This is a memory
This is forever unfinished
This is the persistence of its trace

This is a trace

This is resolved to stay unresolved
This already exists

This is an itinerary

This filters
This survives due to those yet to
come
This occasion is reformulated

These parts were always interacting
This combines
This happened before we knew
This reduces
This is plagiarizing the future
This expands

This is dissonant

The centre is everywhere

This resembles and reassembles

This resists
The circumference is nowhere
This appears and disappears

This is unstable
This is not its original state
This produces things we do not know
about

This is influenced by its future
articulation

This is anybody

This is archival

This is everybody.

This is pre-emptive

This anticipates its future history
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EVIDENCE OF A 20MINUTE SPEECH THAT
WAS MISSUNDERSTOOD
It was an occasion to share what I’m
working [for me] and to evaluate the
way I do it [for the others]. For
that occasion I wrote the following
speech. An occasion took place on
the 26 September 2016 in ICI-CCN
Montpellier (France). I put on the
studio floor print outs of my writing
and plasma with an access to my
blog. I invited audience to came in,
place myself behind the white
column, took the mic and started…
**
to respect fragmented quality of the
thinking
to respect intuitive decisions
to preserve possibility for the new
connections appear
to imagine situation were artifacts of
my thinking could be the same way
available as my moving body

curious to distil the speech, to
become the speech.
This speech recalls and reframes the
most relevant points of my writing.
Points I want to expose in order to be
in the common discussion. So
becoming the speech, I am giving the
voice to my writing, I embody them,
same as they embody my thought.
But still this speech is just one of the
possible routes through my material,
you might follow it or not.
In May 2016 I showed the piece
called «only if we meet». Which was
not the piece yet. But as soon as
there was the title, the credits and
the spectators we can accept it as
such. That showing is a reference
point around which I organized my
writing and will organize the current
speech.

**
Feel welcome to define your own
route through provided materials, you
are not oblige to follow my speech.
Especially, because of the fact that it
is the speech, which is not supported
by the appearance of my body. It
doesn’t mean that I disappear, I have
no intention even, but I dedicate all
my attention to the speech. I’m

Writings and speaking replace
dancing, when it doesn’t find it’s
place to become an event being
seeing. Where am I, while writing or
speaking? In the past or in the
future? I gave up an ambition to be in
the present and choose the future
from this two extremes, cause past is
anyway inescapable.

This choice let me approach my
writing, so speaking as a speculation
on the future of dance. I apply to the
future, because I am speaking about
the dance which not yet happened at
least with me, neither as a performer,
nor as an audience. Speaking about
the dance I cannot not speak about
the dance which has not yet
happened, because I’m never
satisfied with the dance which has
happened yet. Speaking about the
dance I always speculate about its
future.
Wandering
along
with
these
speculations, I will provide some
notes on bodies, movements and
scores - common places and
generalization terms I cannot not
think about, if I make myself busy
with a dance and inescapably with a
choreography. From this point let me
return back to the piece / project.
Trying to describe the piece, I think
about the performers, who unfold the
whole new universe - movement,
sound, scenography - which is the
work. I think about the performers
activated by the score. Which means
the only elements prescribed are the
principles of their decision-making.
These principles take the form of the
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poetic protocols. Where poetic
responds
for
ambiguity,
while
protocol
entails
procedure.
Underlying
motive
for
each
ambiguous procedure is interrelation,
which encourages the performer to
be aware and available, to be ready
for a meeting.
Trying to mark beginning of this
piece, I return myself in November
2015, when I invited two performers Anastasia Tolchneva and Konstantin
Chelkaev - to share movement and
creative practices, I was working on.
These practices were united by the
interest
in
a
process
of
understanding and a state of being
surprised. Retrospective look at this
interest provided me with the
following thoughts.
Understanding implies subjectivity:
there is the «self» which tries to
understand the «other» in all it
various manifestations. Saying so, I
consider understanding as a base for
any interrelation - which in terms
usual for choreography I would
define as composition.
Understanding manifests itself as a
process, which has no dead end,
which is never resolved. This «unresolveness» feeds the state of being

6

surprised. Which in terms usual for
choreography one might define as
improvisation.
Not to dive into contradictory field of
improvisation I specify my question
as following: How aspiration to
understand while being surprised
could
become
stimulus
for
composition both
in space and time
dimensions?
This
question
transforms
my
anticipation from
predicting certain
conditions
to
developing
capability to act in
any
conditions.
My optics as a
choreographer
shift from writing
the movement to
writing the code of
the
movement,
from reproducing
on stage what
was
found
in
studio
to
generating both in
studio and on stage.
That’s is where the experience of
meeting enters as metaphor of the
desire to understand and to be
surprised.

Anticipating the meeting I’m thinking
of readiness. My proposal demands
certain state of readiness. This state
develops through the body practice
borrowed from the rich field of
somatic knowledge. In the process of
my eclectic dance training, I never
being curious to master any of the
techniques, but
was
always
precious
and
attentive to the
proposals which
relate to the
notions
of
perceptivity and
availability of the
body.
Approaching
myself
as
a
body I put aside
my
emotional
reactions,
gender
appearance,
social position. I
cannot ignore all
that products of
the
obsessive
experience
of
being
human,
but
wish
to
neutralize them, to make them
transparent, permeable in order to
access the mechanisms which gave
birth to the complex reality we share.
By reducing self to the moving body I
extract body from the society, from

the reality, in order to make it more
real.

approach body on a cellular level or
Meg Stuart who calls for the states.

Approaching the body as an organic
system I work with perception,
imagination and movement. In that
perspective «kind of a body» is not a
socio-political
characteristic,
but
summery of the abstract qualities
available for the embodiment:
speeds, volumes, directions. On this
level «kind of a body» becomes more
accessible for the decision-making,
apparently making visible that one,
who makes or doesn’t make
decisions, who perceives, who
observes.

Once I’ve been on the performance
of
Meg
Stuart,
called
Sketches/Notebook in TanzQuartier
Wien. The moment we entered the
black box we saw performers busy
with various activities: changing the
clothes, talking to each other, playing
with the light, rearranging the set up,
dancing, rolling off the wooden
platform. Music was loud, pathetic,
one passage was repeated again
and again, without resolution. One
activity were changed by the other
again and again. It was a feeling that
something should happen, and what
we see is just a preparation, but
actually it was already something, as
soon as we entered. I was strongly
charged by the floating energy of
this acting - acting without resolution,
acting equals to existing.

Working on the availability of the
body I make «the worker» available, I
get
access
to
«I»,
to
the
consciousness. So saying «body» I
always consider someone who
names it and defines it, someone
who is aware of it. Accessible body
implies
awareness.
In
this
perspective I’m looking for the
readiness as capability to define and
to re-define myself responding the
context in which I act.
In other words I’m aspired to make
the body ready for any possible
imagery, so I can imagine and
embody various conditions, proposed
be myself or by the other. To name a
few possible proposals I could refer
to William Forsythe, who works with
geometrical dimensions of the
movement, Deborah Hey who
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There is a certain difference between
these two modes, acting contains an
intention, it looks for a change, when
existing refers to a perception and an
acceptance. Being an audience of
the show I’ve been experiencing
something, that made me think of the
state of immediacy, where action and
perception are not separated. Of the
state where there is no space for the
fear.
Anticipating the meeting I’m thinking
of a way to give up the fear. There is
nothing bad in a fear. A fear protects
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me from making mistakes, but also
from making itself. I’m afraid of taking
responsibility of making new things
happen. To give up the fear I need to
give up or give away the
responsibility. So I give this
responsibility to the score.
Score gives me direction (a way to
relate to the context), focus (frame
for the perception) and joy (a state
of experience). Working with the
score I elaborate usual tendency to
judge and to reflect. But I substitute
«judging» with «noticing», and calm
fear with the encouragement of the
score, so desire to act just goes its
way.
Don’t I fall into idiosyncrasy, fighting
with the fears? I feel like I do. But as
soon as I forget «I» in this
construction, there is just do. And
this «do» state is what I’m curious
about. So why not transform these
tendencies into choreographic tools.
«Do» state calms my desires to
justify what I’m doing, to address the
expectations, to reproduce the
already produced. What helps me
not to fall into idleness and stupidity
is the protocol, the rigidity of the
protocol.
It is important to mark distinction
between the use of the score and
a protocol (when I relate to this terms
in English). Yet I do not make big
difference between them, but for the

purpose of the current research I call
the score written structure, which
guides the whole piece, the structure
that includes the protocols and the
way to approach them. While the
protocols contain proposals for the
certain practices in the studio work or
substances,
constituting
performance. To say simple the
score consists of the protocols and
the protocols constitute the score.
Protocols I use in my work are
written from the first face and
propose to work with sensations,
perception and imagination. What
ones can sense, perceive and
imagine is used as a source of
information and guidance on how to
redefine self and to act as this new
identity. Action generated by the
protocol keeps quality of the certain
substance,
potential
of
the
form. Under the substance I mean
time and space relationships, which
could be differentiated, but do not
harden in the definite movement.
Substances for the project came to
me as images, traces and fantasies. I
was curious to experience them
myself and to propose a situation
where this experience could be
shared. That's what brought me to
the notion of a code of the
mouvement, which could contain and
transmit principles of the syntax of
the substance, to the notion of
protocol.

In order not to make exhaustive
instructions, I approach protocol as a
poem. So assume its potential
autonomy. Poetics that come via
syntax and imagery of the written text
leave
room
for
different
interpretations. Room enough to be
busy, so curious and surprised.

My expectations from the protocol
reveal my ambition to be interesting,
which might be read as my fear to be
boring. Interesting and boring in
relation to myself. What helps me not
to fall into idleness and stupidity is
the potentiality of exchange, of the
presence of the other.
Anticipating the meeting, I’m thinking
of the other. During December 2015
and January 2016 I’ve organized a
series of one evening workshops
with exerce students - Mor Demer,
Hamdi Dridi, Paola Stella Minni, Kai
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Simone Stoeger, Pierre Bejamin
Nantel, Kaisha Essian, Konstantinos
Rizos,
Olivier
Muller,
Isabela
Santana. Each workshop was
organised for three participants to
continue the work and practice I
started
with
Anastasia
and
Konstantine.
Audio
and
video
recordings of the material generated
through these meetings stimulate
appearance of the piece presented
here and in Moscow in February
2016 and again in this studio in May
2016 under the name «my heart
skips a bit».
Surprisingly in this work I found
myself surrounded by a bunch of
machines I needed to access and
process the digital archive of the
meetings. In order not to lose myself
into this new cosmos of practices
and tools I reminded myself where I
came from. I reminded and promised
myself to approach these new
possibilities from the perspective of
choreography. Choreography as a
practice of organising movement for
being seen.
Probably this requirement gave first
entry to the technology in my work.
To simulate situation of being seen,
heard, witnessed I started to record
my studio practice, started to fix
myself to be explored by myself. I
developed a distance to my acts,
particularly, my movements, my
appearance, my relationship with the
space. That distance multiplied itself,
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when the ephemeral presence of the
other
also
become
registered
material.
«What has emerged is two bodies
acting as one within the domain of
the physical forces», that are the
words of Steve Paxton, who is also
said «what the body can do to
survive is much faster than thought».
I’m still inspired by this proposal to
celebrate possibilities of acting

bodies revealing endless encounters.
But only if that acting acknowledges
such
an
extension
of
self
as perception. So we can expand the
domain of possible encounters
broader then just the physical one.
What if all various movements of self
facing the other become the matter
for choreography? What if aspiration
to understand while being surprised
could
become
stimulus
for

composition both in space and time
dimensions?
That’s what I’m thinking about,
anticipating the meeting. Meeting
understood as a tension point of
convergence and alterity. Meeting as
a moment, where identity is
simultaneously
affirmed
and
contradicted.
Where
self
is
fragmented, reversed, crossfaded,
mirrored. Where self become a
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movement, a moment of present, so
one could give up history and
expectation.
Feels like a moment to convert
speaking into talking.
After all I felt I should have been
more precise with the spacing.
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FIRST MANIFESTO
PERFORM!
PERFORM IT ALL!
FORFORM PFPF

(WHICH LEAVES YOU)
WHICH LEAVES YOU WITH THEM AS ONE AS ALL
AS YOU ARE ONE OF THEM THEIR THEM DOING THEM

DO IT JUST DO IT, WHAT ELSE

PERFORM THAT I AM YOU

PERFORM THY THRUE THELF

PERFORM THE HEARTFELT KINDNESS

EXPRESS THY PHERPHORMANTH OF THAT THEN
PERFORM THE TRUE EXPRESSION
T T (TEA TEA)
DUBBLE IT UP AND SERVE IT
IT IS SERVED FOR ALLALALALA
(PERFORM THE SITUATION PERFORM THE LOOKS PERFORM THE RELATION
PERFORM THE HISTORY PERFORM THE FUTURE AUTOBIOGRAPHY PERFORM THE
ESSENSE
PERFORM THE OTHER PERFORM THE BODY PERFORM THE LOVE PERFORM NATURE
PERFORM THE LOVE PERFORM THE FORM PERFORM THE THEORY PERFORM THE
PAPER
AND THE TEXT)
(OR: SAY YES)
(OR: SAY OK)
PERFORM THE SONG
PERFORM THE ACCEPTANCE THAT ALL IS EXPRESSED

CAUSE ITS TRUE
PERFORM THE MASK CAUSE —II—
PREFER THE FORMER
PREFER THE REAL
WHAT ELSE WHAT ELSE
WHAT ELSE THAN TRUTH-UTH-UTH-UTH-UTH-UTH-UTH
WHEN YOU’RE DONE PERFORMING PERFORM DONE
WHEN YOU’RE DONE BE DONE
AND PERFORM THE FORM OF DONE
DON’T BE A DRAG
PERFORM IT
ALLALLALLALLALLALLALLALLALLALLALLA
ITS DONE ITS DONE
GIVE UP MOVE ON
OR STAY SAY OK
ITS ALL EXPRESSED IM DONE

ALL ALL

IM DONE

ALL THE ALL IS ALREADY EXPRESSED

IM DONE
IM DONE
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THEY BEACH
Somewhere downstage, the image is zooming, slowing down into pixels. The
waves are falling into coloured squares, dissolving in the eyes of the perceiver
if capable of seeing. Brushing into the sand, making things move for no other
reason than they can imagine themselves. For the very first time encountering
the I am through the photo. Never before nowhere here or elsewhere,
somewhere there, anywhere else. It is not just a shitty picture; it is indeed a
poor image. “The photo is The Beach” one would say and thus call out the
name I was given.
*dabbling*

grain
grain grain
grain of sand
grain
wave
wave is molding
grain grain
grains of sand
travel folder
into pile
untouched patterns
by the shore
redefining borderland
grain of sand
grain of sand
grain of sand
untouched sandtouch
sandtouched sand
into
wavetouched pattern
into
grain
grain
grain
grain of sand

into
maybe
*contemplating*
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THEY BEACH
They premiered yesterday also
and in five hours and in twenty
days tailored with a new title each
time.
The waves are touching them with
light and it feels exactly like the
first time they were ever confronted
with something else than a mirror.
The surface of the water makes
them feel like home without them
being able to explain exactly why.
They sand-grain in the wind. They
beach. They do not really think
apocalyptically about the future
because they do not think that

much about the future at all. Not
that they do not imagine the future
as a fatal disaster but they have
figured out that humans do not
care enough about their future for
them to want to care about the
future in this way.
The I am here stopped being the I
am here and left them here, now
starting to ask inside the image
how to get out of there. The image
in the travel folder was indeed a
very seductive image but now they
get second thoughts. They did not
know how to talk about their bodies
anymore, they seemed to be gone
although they were still here.
*waving*

In
Danish
Dance
Theatre
(Company) DDT(C) theory is
practiced through listening and
choreography is read through
dancing.

What are the strategies to continue
to hang out on the beach?

Due to overload of working hours
DDT(C) have prepared speculative
questions for the future inviting the
audience to investigate more in
this performance that will always
already happen. This is a nonoutspoken proposal for a podcast.

How do they refer to themselves?

Where would they go if they were
not at the beach?

Why is it so hard to stay at the
beach and why is it so hard to
leave?

What is the performance and do
they ever rehearse?

How is the power distributed in
DDT(C)?
Could ‘sustaining the now’ become
a conservative idea?

Who is nobody on the beach?
Does the beach make them high?

“A SCORE FOR THE FUTURE BALLET”
SHE STANDS IN THE CENTER

ON THE EDGE

BUBBLE WRAPPED IN A WING

FINGERTIPS DRAW DARK WATERS

FLESH SHIMMERING THROUGH A PLASTIC COVER

AND APPEAR…

NEW BODIES

SINKS THROUGH A MOIST GRASS - SWALLOWING THE FEET
TAKEN BY A MUD

LYING UPON A COLOURFUL HEAP

THICK AND COOL

A HUMP OF GLISTENING FAT AND BONES
UP TO THE SOFT HEAD – NOW DOWN DEEP
JAGGED DIAMONDS

EYELIDS DRIFTING

DRIPPING TEARS
AROUND A FIRE ROARING

A BROWN CLOUD ROLLING

THE BODIES MERGE – SPARKLING, SOAKING
SWEET VOICES CALL
QUEENS
OF THE UNDERWORLD!

TOMORROW, WHEN THE WAR BEGUN!

IN SPACE
GLOWING SKINS AND SOULS
ABSORB ALL WHICH CIRCLES THEIR CENTER

ALONG THE STARS
TRAILING STEPS TOGETHER
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(OUT OF) LOVE TIME
I cannot confirm the following is a
fiction, nor can I confirm it has any
other identity. I can however tell
you that it is soft, not fragile, but
easily folded, bent and crumpled
around you, and the you(s)that you
might think of.
… I will warn you that I let my
darlings live, for killing them would
have hardened the rest of my
words.

that way for a week. This kind of
dislocation is strange, of course we
are in different spaces but it is the
time that opens this gap. We have
not shared time; we have not been
sharing the same nighttime. I have
been sharing my nighttime with
others, I hope you have too.

sharing my time. I look at you and
you don't appear to be dreaming. I
can think all of this without your
dreams, we know what will come
and we can be gentle.
As that last sentence sounds the
‘we’ falls out of rhythm. We are not

***
Our time has become dead, I can
look at you and a minute is no
more than a minute. One year,
now five and one day either side
no longer matters. When did it
happen that time emptied itself of
everything but its measure. When
you and I spent time today, we just
sat somewhat close to each other
noticing a minute pass. Listening to
dead time. I think it is possible that
time can be filled with something
other than its units passing. You
can stare into someone’s stupid
glassy eyes, looking at someone
else seeing, and it is not a matter
of minutes, but time spent in other
ways. I know that once we really
filled time with something else,
something so nice we didn't notice
a minute, and we knew it could be
anything.

***
I hear myself saying “it needed
another time, it wasn’t the right
time, maybe another time, give it
time, when the time is right”. And I
notice all of these condolences
hold time as the object of love.
Time becomes somehow
responsible for love, as the
material to be formed by and give
form to love. If it is true, if it is all
about time, what does that give me
to work with? How can you and I
make any other gestures than what
time allows? I once believed that
hard work produced masterpieces,
but now I can believe they too are
just about timing.
As I write this you are catching up
to me, in time, it is not a metaphor.
You are flying here and in 18 hours
we will meet in my time and stay

altogether, it is not strange enough
for me to stop, just a difference
that I have to get my hands used
to. I will try here; you and I made
too many concessions; you and I
didn’t let it fail soon enough. I don't
think hard work produces
masterpieces; they are about
timing. And you and I, we are not
in time, and not even dreaming.

You are now here. Separated only
by a few meters and by the
junction of wake and sleep. Your
jetlag gives me time to adjust to

a ‘we’ anymore; it makes sense to
speak of us as you and I. The You
and the I written so close together
produces another rhythm
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You wake up and ask me if I can
give you any more of my time. I
think about the impossibility of this,
I can’t give you anything, and time,
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well that is more impossible than
everything else. I find it hard to
think of where time I have given
you goes? Could you give the time
I once gave you to someone else?
I can feel myself resisting replacing
the word giving with the word
spending, why is it that everything
inevitably transforms into an
economy. I am too naïve, it’s
already in circuit. I ask; ‘Time in
exchange for what?’
If I write about a love time
economy, if time was to be traded
as a kind of matter in exchange for
love, love becomes all too
reasonable. I would be too able to
write love into an excel document,
total it at the bottom, identify a
concrete quantity, for what? A
feeling. But, I can admit that
spending time resolves some of
the confusions with giving time. If I
was to spend time on you, (or with
you), then neither of us has that
time, it has been spent. Time sent
off in exchange for You and I
becoming We, time in exchange
for intimacy. I once fell in love in
only two days, I didn't realize how
valuable that time was. So much
love in exchange for just a
weekend.
In this love time economy I would
imagine it is not a matter of having

time that appears as success, like
having money tends to do. Having
no time is more the image of
success, it's a bit of an inverted
economy, a valley rather than a
pyramid. So if you spend a lot of
time on love, you will have less
time and you will appear
successful. If you decide like I am
right now to collect time, start
saving it, storing it for yourself. You
will appear to have failed
completely and totally. And we can
be sure now that hard work cannot
produce more time nor
masterpieces.
Its done, and it feels like nothing
happened. I took time, feeling like I
stole it from someone, and with
this time I sat down and looked at
your stupid glassy eyes. I said, as
I have heard before “we need to
talk” I felt like that was the height of
the failure, the ending of this could
not even afford original words.

its when time left the relationship
before we could. Time fell out of
our love, and we were left with
nothing to work with, nothing to
exchange for anything we wanted.
So we sat there, just noticing a
minute pass and nothing more.

Now as I write what I imagine to be
the last paragraph, I am flying
towards you. I can somehow feel
myself moving through time,
moving towards your time,
everything continues just without
such even measure. I can be sure I
have never been so resistant to
new time before. I realized that this
dead time, maybe isn’t time at all,
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DESIRE

The rush of heat, of desire for a
dance that I cannot call my own
(but want to)
Yet which I wish to also have the
privilege of distance from, to see
Yet which I wish to also do, to be—
To have my body within this dance,
Embraced by and immersed in it.
But it is also the dancer that I fell
for,
Headlong into the confusing
maelstrom of admiration, shyness,
desire—
The desire to be them
To be their body, to have their
body.
To have it as myself, but also for
myself.

ON DANCES AND
DESIRE
I fall asleep dreaming of dances—
Dances done, dances undone,
imagined, performed
With clarity and precision through
the haziness of oncoming sleep.
Restless imaginings.
To bed, to bed, perchance to sleep
With you, my dear—
The dance that I fell for.

Oh slippery self,
Where do you draw your
boundaries?
To desire another to the extent you
wish to become them—
Or rather,
To be caught in the confusion
Of wanting another and wanting to
be another at the same time
Unsure of the distinction between
love of and love for
——— of the boundary between
wanting to be and wanting to have.
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(How to untangle love from
possession’s grasping hold?)
An overwhelming sense of
vibrancy of self at the very moment
you are
Wishing to shed that self and give
your self over to an other,
To push the responsibility of this
self onto the other,
Convinced it will somehow dissolve
dissatisfactions.
Mistaking reflections and
projections of self onto another as
something truly other.
Oh, to be them
To be their beloved.
I fall asleep dreaming of a dance
Of sensual, fleshy movement of a
body
That is mine but without the
inconveniences
Of specific realities.
An unleashed corpo-reality.
A dreamed dance, a danced
dream
Where the desire to be, to have, to
move is realised
As nothing more than what it is.
Which is enough.
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DOCUMENT 1- 36
Number 1A
I don’t go there anymore. It got too
romantic.
Number 1B
Pre order your experience.
Number 2
A Drawing
3A
we are in the dark and there is no
knowing where this may
circumnavigate.
Dot dot dot dot dot shape, my
neck, yes
I have a body beyond this vortex
Forget I have one, I have never
seen it.
What do I feel or know? Sharp
ridges touching page. Pain?
falling

4
We love it next time
5A I
She sang it to the garden, to the
night, to anyone that would listen.
5A II
You’re my hero and my problem
and you are me and I hear you
when you’re not with me and I see
you when you don’t see me.
5B
Examine me and care for me.
6
A person once lived in a tower. Ate
spaghetti every third hour. They
grew their hair long, cut it all
wrong, then taped their meal to
their skull to devour.
6B
Cute cats with names eating dried
biscuits.

Pressure I can move so everything
You are so everything to me
Ask of you. But the aide of
that conviction is amazing.
3B
You mean they don’t exist? I just
saw them weeping and then I
traced their edges with my nail.

7A
She didn’t reply. He couldn’t reach
a more substance-filled time than
this crescent moon on which they
lay, in a big spoon.
They said it in a whisper so only
the most selfishly considerate ones
would hear them.

7B
Everything is new, you’re just
practicing, this isn’t the one of all
time, I say yes it definitely is.
Children have this excellent way of
seeing and relating because they
make demands and understand
their own economy and how
everything relates to them.

10
The Doctor asked when the ringing
in her ears began.
Her children could read her
thoughts because she sometimes
sighed in words.
11
It’s all made up of threes, and it
doesn’t even need to be you can
just make it so.

8
Smoke cannot enter their love.
They care to bare all their leaflets
about nonsense.

12A
Potato.

9
I divide and understand, or try to
do something with my
surroundings, ‘are you generous or
able to share’ said he. They are
not the same thing. Some animals
can share, but aren’t generous.

12B
She takes care to explain images
to others. Sees the word in lines,
and lines can unmark things for her
too. If she no longer needs butter.
She will scratch lines over its
inscription. This is so you can see
it has been bought, it wasn’t never
there.

9+
Let’s get incoherent. Glacial myths
ranging on in time to a peaceful
finale where every donut has two
holes and one faithful boyfriend.
My neck is a little tight. She said
this to her mistress who, able and
there, could undress her and rub
tiger balm on it. Paying for sex with
tokens, it makes me angry, b.1994,
too young. You belong to me. Don’t
busy the images of other women.

13A
You can see when you drop it that
it’s not a receipt.
This lady, so strong, wants to bin
it.
13B
The lady is wise - she knows but
she also feels good about visiting
the elderly.
She almost sees.
She feels old and young about this
paper.
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14
Double divided vision, unwatered
power lines, out of a reflection, so
beautiful, moving as I lean on the
window and rock myself gently,
moving this world.

20
Through the department store they
spread, moving little things…

She never looked up. Too us, I
know if she had she would have
spoke and all of us together
wouldn’t have wanted to break the
silence.

21
I’m more versatile in this body
cloak.
OR
You could save me.

15
This would be my name tomorrow.
A missed opportunity.
16
Colleagues who are feeding
you
have to behave
17
Uncertain entries and exists
and a cow, its bell is heavy and it
tries to have fun with it.
Please be my pet. My party animal.
You are mine now, but don’t try too
hard or I’ll feel bad.

It was a faceless site. They were
looking as a group looks.

22
I performed limply, looking down.
Minutely rubbing, touching really –
only.
23
Don’t take this slip away. It’s
protecting her and the time, while
her friend, moves much too slowly
to be heard by her. She is delicate.
Of course at the centre she is all
there but, oh look, beware of this
because you’re the babysitter. The
human and the role, thrown
together and sewing this task as a
fixed constellation.

19
Your voice has a beginning and an
end but no middle.

25
They sensed it from the chair they
observed them sitting in. Proud,
but sad of what they hadn’t
claimed. Relationships are not
spells.
You’re funny he yelled. Too funny
and not funny enough.
The dog barks and that’s
confirmation.
Or
Relationships are not spells.
Your funny he yelled. Too funny
and not funny enough.
26
That was hard, here, how it goes.
I’m a stone and you’re the road.
You’re much softer than me, so
cushiony it makes my dirt bleed
together. And I negate feeling and
that’s my ‘achieving'.
27
Are you worried for their future or
is it a social game?

Or
18
My ring finger is wet with yellow
nail polish.

24
I couldn’t and then I could and I
dropped into some pretty beautiful
worlds already slipping away.

Your sucker lips expel lots of noise
but we all found them familiar. In
the bed time stories it was also this
way, wanting to share her. Or
share the experience with her.

I am the generation of the pasta
power. But now its all green and
care. My parents were the meats
and the doers.
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I felt like it was a race. but it wasn’t
it was just that there was a limit to
the time it could take.
Or the mannerisms I can express.
29
Push his face into that green, he
squeals but out of fun. This is a
dance.
30
Heavy eyes from activity.
You sparkle like a diamond I am
barely listening to that is
hypnotising me.
31
All of humankind leap to act but its
without reason (understood from
the whale’s perspective).
They crawl on him, in his blowhole,
between his grills. The bear, who
can’t breathe under water stays
close to the surface on his metallic
liner.
Three hours later. They finally had
the school’s attention. Lunch time
finished two hours ago. Forget the
first hour of it all. It’s been and
gone and nothing changed.
Everyone pulled their straw hats
down.
Everything that I have judged I
have done or become.
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32
I get distracted on the world.
Put yourself in the world
33
Connection, five holes that you try
not to fall in.
When you have a secret its hard to
know whether to feel bad or good
about the secret or the cover up.
34
I wanted to ask why he was
married
Being in love, imagining being
without that love and not being
able to, is being in love
35
If you don’t like something, just
ignore it and it will disappear
36
We didn’t give her a job to do
consistently. I’m sure it was also
okay but it’s sad to think about how
you could have improved a life and
now that life is alive as a memory
only.
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I am not punk, I never said I was punk, I
never claimed to be punk.

Um my music definitely isn’t punk. I
mean people are calling my music punk
sometimes and I’m like, ok, no.

And I wasn't the one who labeled myself
that, because I don't go around labeling
myself.

But its really funny because you have,
you have those people, my fans are like
omg I love you because like you just
dress normal, dress the way you want to
dress, you act the

I never once ever called myself punk to
anybody.

It’s more punk to tell people you’re not
punk than to sit there and say you are
punk.

Maybe I have an attitude, I have a lot
more edge to myself than a lot of other
artists out there do.

And whatever.

Because what punk is, is punk is a little
delinquent.

If you want to know what I think that I
am, I think I am just a rock chick.

I am not a punk rocker, I don’t have
punk music. Maybe I have some punk
characteristics about me.

I like to rock out.

I like to throw shit around. I like to go
nuts.
I like to lose myself on stage.

That's why I am going to sit here and
ramble on, so people can get to know
who I really am.

I like to scream, I like to holler, I like to
break things, I like to yell. I like to get my
anger out…

But I am not the one who went out there
and called myself punk and skater.

If I saw Avril Lavigne’s face everywhere
and skater punk everywhere I would be
like she is so fake, she is not punk, she
can’t even skate.

AVRIL
LAVIGNE
I AM
NOT A
PUNK

NOTHING FOREVER
Nothing forever is a score for a
workshop, it could be possible for
this score to be performed as a
dance or as a lecture.
The score invites participation in
nothing as a subject within the
context of forever. Here, nothing is
the something we can imagine to
be forever. Without production,
without creativity, without so much
as desire and thoughts. Nothing
forever is a void which descends
into no temporality at all, not
slowness,
not
acceleration.
Forever does not move, and
nothing becomes a discrete thing.
A thing that forms as a hole. Edges
nowhere that exclude any other
something's other than nothing.
It is not a house or a church, it is
void of space and location,
emptying time into forever and
something of the some. It is not a
graveyard or a museum, no
carcasses of dead somethings, but
nothing as an absolute thing. A
plastic nothing could be a way to
better understand it.
Nothing Forever is nowhere
between
possibility
and
impossibility, nowhere between
known and unknown. Nothing
Forever is not without qualities but
outside of qualities. No other
nothings from which our nothing

can differentiate, it is the perfect
absolute nothing. The nothing
concept, a one, but real and
forever. Outside of qualities our
nothing is an exterior. An outside
which supposes no relation to an
inside, and no absence of an
inside. Forever, as the context,
should not be mistaken for a
frame, an exterior which guides.
Here, forever is an inside. Forever
does not propose borders, a
forever without surfaces entirely.
An exterior nothing on the inside of
forever.

our
specific
and
nothing.
Forever is,
continuing, forever is.

discrete
without

This is not a manifesto for a type of
collectivity or an ideology for the
future. Forever does not have a
future we need not to be rescued,
but do nothing, love nothing, and
love without respect of softness
and hardness. We can have
desires and needs in nothing and
of nothing. Nothing will come back
to us, with as much need and
desire as the nothing we express.
Nothing and forever open into us,
and we can play, like children
without age or aging.
Nothing speaks to us in no
language, there is no subject that
can produce meaning nor an
object to be spoken of. In forever,
without
movement,
rhythm
disappears entirely; syntax and
event have no place, even on
nothing’s horizon. No event. Just
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APRÈS LAMELOUZE
paysage state //
close your eyes,
forget that you are a person with eyes closed,
assume all your sensations are one,
if you miss eyes find them in hands, feet, ears or
on the back side of you neck,
assume your are able not to follow reactions
which remind that you are a person,
assume you don’t miss walking straight,
assume yourself as a creature, which you don’t
know yet.
you don’t know yet, but you are.

Score written for oneself after authentic
movement practice with Isabela on the hillside
road, yet never performed. Beg. of June 2016,
Lamelouze, France.

Photos taken three weeks after. From top to
down: Rue Charlot, Rue de la Roquette, Bd de
Ménilmontant. End of June, Paris, France.
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P.S. Empty pages look seductive. Could I invite
and host, but not to organise? I feel guerrilla,
looking, but not being seen. I feel guest, having
place to come back. I feel bored of one's intention
to
be
heard,
but
keep
my
body
attentive. Proposals for practice 'in nature'
disclose
ones
desires
for
unexpected,
unusual, circumscribed or amplified movement.
Delight to be aware of ones limits. While talking
on adaptation I feel resistance. I link adaptation
with survival. I link survival with fear. Fear is
something I used to resist. Unexpected violence,
wildness evokes in my body in the forest. I
feel warrior. Self which is more in the body, less
in the vision. Or separation on visual, haptic,
sonic becomes less meaningful. There is no
place for us. We spread, we flow, we are light.
Ungraspable. Sex no way to escape.
Extracts from the journal notes, mashed up with
an intention to form an entity.
Beg. of June 2016, Lamelouze, France.

I STUTTER WITH JOY
Created and performed by
Jasmina Založnik and Darko
Dragičević and premiered in
Maribor, Slovenia at the third joint
edition of the festivals Performa
and Contemporary Dance
Platform, 2016.
http://www.platforma.plesnaizba.si/
en/events/i-stutter-with-joy/
The notion of stutter as a structural
nucleus buds the performance I
Stutter with Joy with an attempt to
question its possible translation
and transformation into various
'artistic' fields. Understanding it as
an interruption and disruption in
communication, which is mainly
hindering it, stuttering is at the
same time an offering, occurring
exactly in the frozen moment of
potentiality in which something
new could emerge.
Created and performed by: Darko
Dragičević, Jasmina Založnik
Choreography: Martin Sonderkamp
Sound design: Ivan Mijačević
Light design: David Orešič
Produced by: MKC Maribor and
Plesna Izba Maribor
Co-produced by: ZAIK, JSKD,
Hostel pekarna
Supported by: Ministry of Culture of
the Republic of Slovenia,
Municipality of Maribor

A textual response
exposition

negotiation

reconciliation

avoiding entropy through violence /
torture as friendship / generic
perversion / turn taking taking
torture turns / exhaustion of
absence / filth plague fondles /
water ahead / tear through /
humiliation as responsibility /
friendships of convenience /
habitual conniving / suspicious /
commitment
and
variation
/
spurious / manipulate agreement /
fucking nightmares, overfucked /
friendships of solace / blissful
violence / fragility and formality /
hold painful rasps / sense in
abeyance / un-mutable shrieks /
cautious trio / waltz for both your
houses / stutter controls / wait
patiently / judge / pity ridicule /
ground shames / air overcomes

Your sharper edges
I am grandeur and grandstanding
You lull me into false cascades of
envy
I do not wish to be there in your
hearts
You own the altercations of intent
I suspend confusion
We measure the stutter through
endurance

stuttering opposes career coaching
/ you cannot floss a stutter / failing
and flailing better and better / you
cannot lead a country if your shirt
is not tucked in properly / you
cannot be trusted with a million
Euros, Dollars, Pounds or Dinar
with spit on your chin / this is not
the aspiration / the stutter thanks
you and always.
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TEXTS
NOT YET
WRITTEN…
SPENDING TIME LIKE A
RICH BITCH OR
CARRY MY BRAIN

ENTANGLING YOU IN THE
I THAT I WROTE FOR
MYSELF

GOING DEEP: YOUTUBE
SPIRALS AND PREDICTIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

THE AESTHETIC OF
AGENCY

NOT NOTHING FOREVER

IF WE COULD FALL IT
MIGHT LOOK LIKE FLYING

EXTREME VERTIGO AND
HOW TO STOP READING

POETRY. THAT IS NOT
WHAT I WROTE

REASONS YOU SHOULD
NEVER FINISH ANYTHING

AUTO-ECONOMIES (1):
Participation as Capital

BEST WISHES, PLEASE
DON'T GIVE THEM TO ME

THE DANCER BEFORE

A MOUNTAIN OF HOPE:
DREAMING IN VALLEYS
AND OTHER SPACES
WHICH EXIST IN
BETWEEN ESPECIALLY
BIG THINGS

AUTO-ECONOMIES (2):
Dance Material and The
Phrase

HOOKING UP:
TECHNOLOGIES FOR
ROMANTIC THOUGHTS
(Thoughts thinking
romance)
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That's all for now.
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